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CURRICULA CHANGES
The University reserves the right to recommend changes in curricula, degree
requirements, course offerings , and all academic regulations at any time when
such changes are for the best interest of the students and the University . All
changes must be approved by a Board of Regents for Oklahoma Colleges and the
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education . Certain program modifications
reflected in this publication are pending approval.

FEE STRUCTURE
Fees stated in this catalog are those in effect during the 1988-89 school year.
Current schedule of fees is available upon request.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This institution in compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 11246 as amended, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,
and other federal laws and regulations does not discrimimate on the basis of
race , color, notional origin , sex, age, religion, handicap, or status as a veteran in
any of its policies , practices, or procedures . This includes but is not limited to admissions , employment , financial aid, and educational services.

COST STATEMENT
This publication, printed by the University Press, is issued by Southwestern
Oklahoma State University as authorized by Dr . Leonard Campbell, President. A
total of 2 ,500 copies have been prepared for distribution at a cost to the taxpayers of the State of Oklahoma of $927.38 .
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*
Aug . 19
Aug. 22
Aug . 23

FALL SEMESTER 1988

Friday
Monday (9:00 a.m .)
Tuesday

Aug . 24
Wednesday (8 :00 a .m.)
Aug . 25
Thursday (8 :30 a .m .)
Aug . 29 , 30, Sept . l Mon. , Tues ., Thurs .
Sept . l

Thursday (4: 30 p .m.)

Sept . 2

Friday (4: 30 p .m .)

Sept . 5
Oct . 19
Oct . 19
Oct. 24
Nov. 22
Nov. 28
Dec. 15 , 19, 20

Monday
Wednesday (1 2 noon)
Wednesday (10:00 p. m .)
Monday (8 :00 a.m.)
Tuesday ( 10:00 p .m .)
Monday (8 :00 a .m .)
Thur ., Mon. , Tues.

Dec .
Dec .
Dec .
Dec .

Friday-Wednesday
Wednesday (10 :00 p .m .)
Thursday (12 noon)
Friday

16, 19, 20 , 21
21
22
23

*

SPRING SEMESTER 1989

Jan . 11

Wednesday

Jan . 12
Jan. 13
Jan. 16, 17, 19

Thursday (8 :00 a .m .)
Friday (8 :30 a.m .)
Mon ., Tues ., Thur.

Jan . 19

Thursday (4:30 p .m .)

Jan . 20

Friday (4 :30 p .m .)

March 10
March 10
March 20
May 4, 8, 9

Friday (12 noon)
Friday (5:00 p.m.)
Monday (8 :00 a .m .)
Thur. , Mon ., Tues .

May
May
May
May

Friday - Wednesday
Thursday (5 :00 p.m .)
Thursday (8 :00 p .m .)
Friday

5, 8, 9, 10
11
11
12

*
May 31

Freshman Orientation Clinic
Faculty Workshop
Enrollment for students who did
not pre-enroll
Classwork begins
Begin class changes
Enrollment for night students
who did not pre-enroll
End late enrollment & night
class enrollment
End class changes for all
students
Labor Day Holiday
Midterm grades due
Fall break begins
Classwork resumes
Thanksgiving vacation begins
Classwork resumes
Final examinations for night
classes
Final examinations
Christmas vacation begins
Final grades due
Semester ends

Enrollment for students who did
not pre-enroll
Classwork begins
Begin class changes
Enrollment for night students
who did not pre-enroll
End late enrollment & night
class enrollment
End class changes for all
students
Midterm grades due
Spring break begins
Classwork resumes
Final examinations for night
classes
Final examinations
Final grades due
Convocation
Semester ends

SUMMER SEMESTER 1989

Wednesday

June l
Thursday (8 :00 a .m .)
• See early enrollment
9

Enrollment for students who did
not pre-enroll
Classwork begins

June 2
June 5
June 6
July 4
July 26 , 27
July 27
July 28

Friday (8:30 a.m . )
Monday (4 :30 p.m .)
Tuesday (4:30 p.m . )
Tuesday
Wednesday -Thursday
Thursday (5 :00 p .m.)
Friday

*

FALL SEMESTER 1989

Aug . 18
Aug. 21
A ug . 22

Friday
Monday (9 :00 a.m .)
Tuesday

Aug . 23
Aug. 24
Aug . 28 , 29 , 30

Wednesday (8 :30 a .m . )
Thursday (8 :30 a.m . )
Mon ., Tues. , Thu r.,

Aug. 31

Thursday (4 :30 p .m .)

Sept . 1

Friday (4 :30 p .m . )

Sept . 4
O ct . 18
Oct . 18
Oct . 23
Nov. 21
Nov . 27
Dec. 14 , 18 , 19

Monday
Wednesday (12 noon)
Wednesday (10 :00 p.m . )
Monday (8 :00 a .m . )
Tuesday (10 :00 a .m.)
Monday (8 :00 a .m . )
Thur ., Mon ., Tues .

Dec.
De c.
Dec.
De c.

Fr iday -Wednesday
Wednesday (10 :00 p .m.)
Thursday (12 noon)
Friday

15 , 18 , 19 , 20
20
21
22

*

Begin class changes
End late enrollment
End class changes
Independence Holiday
Final examinations
Final grades due
Semester ends

Freshman Orientation Clinic
Faculty Workshop
Enrollment for students who did
not pre-enroll
Classwork begins
Begin class changes
Enrollment for night students
who did not pre-enroll
End late enrollment & night
class enrollment
End class changes for all
students
Labor Day Holiday
Midterm grades due
Fall break begins
Classwork resumes
Thanksgiving vacation begins
Classwork resumes
Final examinations for night
classes
Final examinations
Chr istmas vacation begins
Final grades due
Semester ends

SPRING SEMESTER 1990

Jan. 10

Wednesday

Ja n . 11
Jan . 12
Ja n . 15 , 16, 18

Thursday (8 :30 a .m . )
Fr iday (8:30 a .m .)
Mon ., Tues. , Thur .

Jan . 18

Thursday (4:30 p .m .)

Jan . 19

Friday (4 :30 p.m . )

March 9
M a rch 9
Morch 19
Moy 4 . 7 . 8

Friday ( 12 noon )
Fr iday (5 :00 p .m .)
Monday (8 :00 p .m .)
Thur . , Mon . , Tues .

See e a rly e n r ollm en t
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Enrollment for students who did
not pre-enroll
Classwork begins
Begin class changes
Enrollment for night students
who did not pre-enroll
End late enrollment & night
class enrollment
End class changes for all
students
Midterm grades due
Spring break beg ins
Classwork resumes
Final examinations for night
classes

May
May
May
May

4, 7, 8, 9
10
10
11

Friday-Wednesday
Thursday (5:00 p.m.)
Thursday (8:00 p.m.)
Friday

Final examinations
Final grades due
Convocation
Semester ends

* SUMMER SEMESTER 1990
May 30

Wednesday

May 31
June 1
June 4
June 5
July 4
July 25, 26
July 26
July 27

Thursday (8:00 a.m.)
Friday (8:30 a.m.)
"'"-'nday (4 :30 p.m.)
Tuesday (4:30 p.m.)
Wednesday
Wednesday-Thursday
Thursday (5 :00 p.m.)
Friday

Enrollment for students who did
pre-enroll
Classwork begins
Begin class changes
End late enrollment
End class changes
Independence Day Holiday
Final examinations
Final grades due
Semester ends

* See early enrollment dates listed in class schedules.
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Historical Background
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College Campus Facilities
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MISSION
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre recognizes that students
come from a wide variety of backgrounds and possess different intellectual and
physical abilities . As an institu ti on committed to social justice, Southwestern at
Sayre provides access to higher education for all individuals without discrimination on the basis of race , color , national origin , sex , or handicapped status . Individual differences are appreciated and students are encouraged to seek the
fullest development of their talents and intellect.
The mission of Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre is to provide,
as fully as possible , for the post secondary needs of the people residing in its service area. As Southwestern at Sayre evolves from a Community Junior college to
a campus of a regional university, it will endeavor to provide educational opportunities for study in areas that meet the aspirations of its student body, particularly in those areas that contribute to the career success of the students and
the needs of Oklahoma . As the twenty-first century approaches , an increasingly
complex world makes the development of human resources society's and
Southwestern's most important priority.
The following institutional functions have been approved by the Oklahoma
State Regents for Higher Education and are considered essential components of
the mission:
1.

To provide a lower division program of higher educa tion.

2.

To provide a general education that enables students to become informed responsible citizens.

3.

To provide programs of education in the liberal arts and sciences leading
to the Associate in Science degree.

4.

To provide career and technical programs to enable students to seek
employment in various job fields, with completion of such program
culminating in the awarding of the Associate in Applied Science degree
or an appropriate certificate .

5.

To provide transfer programs which include liberal arts , sciences, and
preprofessional subjects, thus enabling students to pursue comple tion of
baccalaureate or professional degrees at four year colleges and universities.
To provide courses, services , and programs in remedial education for individuals who require such assistance in order to function effectively at
the collegiate level.

6.

7.

To provide guidance services and a program of student activities for the
promotion of personal development and effective citizenship .

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre is a member of the
Oklahoma State System of Higher Education . The institution was established in
the fall of 1938 as Sayre Junior College. From 1938 until 1942 and from 1946 until
1956, the college shared facilities with Sayre High School. The college was closed
from 1942 until 1946 because of World War II . In 1956, the college was separated
from the high school and moved to its present location on old 66 highway. Sayre
Junior College and Southwestern Oklahoma State University were merged on July 1, 1987 by an act of the Oklahoma Legislature.
13

Sayre , a city of approximately 3 ,500 population, is the county seat of Beckham
County . It is located 125 miles west of Oklahoma City on Interstate 40 and 55
miles west of Southwestern's Weatherford campus . The city has a hospital , an airport , a municipal swimming pool , a golf course, parks , churches of various
de nominations, an active Chamber of Commerce , and five civic clubs. Nearby are
museums , historic sites , and recreational facilities at Quartz Mountain State Park
and Foss Reservoir.

THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
The Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre campus is located in the
nort heast section of Sayre , Oklahoma. All classrooms and administration
buildings are air conditioned . Campus facilities include :
ADMINISTRATION AND CLASSROOMS BUILDING : This building was completed
in 1956. It contains classrooms , laboratory facilities for biological and physical
sc iences, a student lounge , faculty offices and the bookstore. It also houses all
adm inistrative offices including the dean , financial aids, business office , registrar
and admission as well as the counselor's office.
THE FIELD HOUSE : This building was completed in 1957 and is adjacent to the
main classroom building. It houses athletic offices , physical education facilities, a
gymnasium which seats 1500 and a student classroom .
MACKEY CENTER: Mackey Center is a combination of classrooms equipped for
busi ness classes such as typing and computer courses . Large lecture rooms as
we ll as conference and activity rooms are available to serve the public . The college library is housed in the northwest wing of this building.
STUDENT LOUNGE : The student lounge is located in a small brick building betwe en the Classroom Building and Mackey Center.
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SPECIAL SERVICES AND DEPARTMENTS
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
The University offers four types of in-service education .
l . Conferences , short courses and workshops
2 . Evening campus classes
3 . Adult education classes
-4 . Continuing education programs for registered Medical Laboratory
Technicians

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTER
The basic purpose of the Educational Information Center is to make information
about post secondary educational and occupational programs readily available to
citizens . The EiC office , located in the Counselor's office , i s a si gn ifi cant source of
support for traditional students as well as the large number of adults , seeking
upgrading of skills , retraining for new jobs , education for entry or re -entry into
the job market , and learning to increase enjoyment of re t iremen t leisure time .
The EiC offers access to :
Academic advisement
Career information and guidance
Competency based opportunities
Educational programs
Financial Assistance
Job placement
Related educational services

STEP AHEAD PROGRAM
The Step Ahead program provides area high school studen ts with the opportunity to earn college credit while still in high school. Interest e d students must
have completed the junior year in h igh school , maintained a " 8 " average in high
school course work , and be recommended by the pr incipal at their high school .
Students may enroll for the summer term prior to the senior year or concurrently
during the senior year in the fall and / or spring semesters .

ADVANCED ST ANDING EXAMS
The office of Student Personnel Services at the Weatherford Campus serves as
a clearing house for students wishing to take advanced standing e x aminations .
The advanced standing plan at Southwestern Oklahoma State University was
established to give students an opportunity to begin college work on the level
commensurate with their demonstrated achievement . With certain limitations, all
such achievement , once certified to be at the college level by this institution ,
receives appropriate academic credit .

BOOK STORE
The University bookstore is located in the Classroom Building. It is operated as
a service to faculty and students . Textbooks, school supplies , announcement ,
novelties , and notions are a few of the items of merchandise .

STUDENT FINANCIAL AIDS
The financial aid at Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre includes
employment, loans, scholarships, tuition waivers, and grants from institutional ,
private, commercial , state , and federal agencies and programs . Advisement , in-
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formation and application related to student financial assistance should be made
to the Director of Financial Aids , SWOSU at Sayre. A student aids handbook is
avail able upon request .

LOANS AND GRANTS
PELL GRANT : A federally -funded grant designed to provide financial assistance
to undergraduate students who demonstrate need as determined by the U.S.
Department of Education . Eligibility must be established each academic year by
usin g the ACT or CSS application form . Federal regulations require that eligible
stu dents be enrolled in at least a half -time basis and maintain satisfactory
academic progress for continued participation.
OKLAHOMA TUITION AID GRANT : This grant is jointly funded by the Oklahoma
State Regents for Higher Education and the Federal Government , and awards are
made by the Oklahoma State Regents on the basis of demonstrated need.
Eligibility may be established by using the ACT or CSS application .
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT: A federally funded grant
made available to undergraduate students who demonstrate need. Eligiblity may
be established by us ing ACT or CSS application .
STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS : Other important sources of student aid include ( l ) Guaranteed Student Loan , (2) Plus Loan (3) SLS Loan Program (4)
Oklahoma Teachers Education Loan Program (5) Congressional Teachers Scholarship Program (6) Future Teachers Scholarship Program (7) Vocational Rehabilitation and (8) Veterans Program .
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VETERANS
All students attending the University under the Veterans Administration (VA)
aid program may obtain assistance from the Financial Aids Office . Areas covered
are entrance requirements , official records , and subsistence payments . For additional assistance , a toll free number is to the VA is available.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
The State Board of Education through the Vocational Rehabilitation Division offers payment of tuition and other services to students who have physical hand icaps , provided the educational objective has been approved by a representative of the division . Applications for Vocational Rehabilitatin scholarships from
this area should be made to Vocational Rehabilitation Office , Box 337 , Clinton ,
Oklahoma 73601 or you may call (405) 323-3171 for an appointment .

EMPLOYMENT
The office of Student Financial Aids serves as the coordinator for all student
employment opportunities. Part-time employment is available in a federally sup ported College Work-Study Program and in the institution 's o w n student employment program . Job opportun ities in both programs include laboratory assistants ,
secretaries , clerks , maintenance workers , library helpers , faculty assistants , and
many other educational as well as renumerative-type positions .
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STUDENT ORGAN IZATIONS
STUDENT SENATE
The student senate consists of a president , vi ce-p r es iden t , secre t ary , three
freshman representatives and thr ee sophomore r e p r e senta tiv es . All offices are
filled by student body election . It is the purp o se o f this o r gan i za t ion to bring
about a close relation between students and fac ul ty ; to fo ster ideas to improve
our college ; to promote , correlate and supervise stude nt ac tivi t ies .

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
An intramural sports program under the direction o f th e student senta t e is carried on throughout the regular school terms. Any coll ege studen t i s eligible to
participate on an intramural team .

HEALTH CAREERS CLUB
The Health Careers Club is open to all students e nro ll ed i n Hea l th Career Program . The club provides social as well as educati o nal opportun i t ies and experiences .

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
The Baptist Student Union is a religious orie n t ed st udent organizat ion . All
students , regardle ss of beliefs . are welcome.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Southwestern Oklahoma State Un iversity at Sayre follows a non-restrictive
policy of admission. Applicants may be admitted under two programs.
GENERAL ADMISSION requirements include the following:
1.
Graduation from on accredited high school or completion of o certificate of
high school equivolency .
Part icipation in tne American College Test program . It is recommended that
2.
the ACT be token during the senior year of high school, but it may be token
during the first semester ofter admission. SWOSU ot Sayre hos been
designated os o test center in October, December , April and June.
The high school curricular requirements listed below shall be effective ofter
3.
July 1, 1988:
Units
(Years)
Course Areas
Engl ish (Grammar , Composition , Literature)
4
2
Lob Science (Biology , Chem istry, Physics, or any lob science
certified by the school district with the exception of General
Science with or without lob)
Mathematics (from Algebra I, Algebra 11 , Geometry,
3
Trigonometry , Moth Analysis , Calculus)
History (including 1 unit of American History)
2
11

Required Units

PROVISIONAL ADMISSION may be granted to those who ore not high school
graduates in the following coses :
1.

ADULTS WHO ARE NOT HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES:
Any adult resident of Oklahoma (18 years of age or older) who hos hod
his / her h igh school education interrupted before graduation is eligible for
provisional admiss ion os o special student to on institution in the state
System os follows :
o.
His or her high school class must hove graduated prior to the dote of
application.
b.
The applicant is considered ocodemicolly worthy to enroll in the institution to which she / he is applying according to the judgement of o
responsible institutional official or committee.

2.

ADULTS WHO HAVE BEEN OUT OF HIGH SCHOOL TWO YEARS:
Any adult resident of Oklahoma (18 years or older) who hos b~en out of
high school two years or longer is eligible for provisional admission os o
special student to an institution in the State System os follows :
o.
The applicant must meet all of the criteria for the institution to which
he/ she is applying os set forth in Port 1 of this pol icy except the
criterion relating to participating in the American College Testing
Program battery.
b.
An adult given provisional admission under this policy will be on probation for o period of two semesters. If ot the end of that time,
she / he hos mode satisfactory progress (see retention standards)
she / he may continue to enroll as o regular college student.
c.
Any adult student must also meet the new curricular requirements
listed above in port 3 .
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ALL STUDENTS pursuing admission to Associate in Science degree programs may
not count courses used to make up high school curricular deficiencies toward
satisfaction of degree program requirements.

ADMISSION INFORMATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre can accomodate only a
limited number of foreign students and therefore requires a high academic
background achievement and a high level of English proficiency for admissions
consideration .
A.

B.

First-Time Entering Freshmen . Before being considered for admission the
following additional materials must be provided to t he Office of Admissions
and Records :

l.

English proficiency , as shown by a TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign
Language) score of 500 or higher. Information concerning TOEFL is
available from TOEFL, Box 8999, Princeton , NJ . 08540 , U . S.A.

2.

Financial certificate on university-provided form showing sufficient
resources to provide for the foreign student's entire program of study
and living expenses while at Southwestern Oklahoma State Universi ty at Sayre.

3.

Results of the American College Testi ng Program (ACT). Information
concerning ACT is available from : The American College Testing Program , P.O . Box 168, Iowa City , IA , 52240 , U .S.A. (if a student gains
admission without having taken the ACT, the student must take it
during the first semester enrolled .

4.

A deposit is required; amount will be specified at the time of application.

Transfer Students from Accredited U.S. Institutions
l.

2.

Foreign students seeking transfer from accredited U . S. institutions
must have a grade-point average of 2.0 (on a 4.0 scale) in all hours attempted and meet other specified requirements to be cons idered for
admission .
Foreign Students must show English Prof iciency as specified in Item

A-1 .
3.

Foreign students must provide a financial certificate , as specified in
Item A-2.

4.

A deposit is required , as specified in Item A-4 .

CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
3.

A senior student enrolled in ·an accredited Oklahoma h igh school may , if
the student meets the requirements set forth below , be admitted provisionally to SWOSU at Sayre .
a.

The student must meet the published criteria of the State Regents
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(other than high school graduation) for adm ission t o the in st ituti on
for which application is being made.
b.

The student must be enrolled in less than a full-time load (fewer than
six credit courses per semester) at the high school which the st udent
is attending , as attested by the high school principal.

c.

The student must be eligible to complete requirements for graduation
from high school no later than the spring of the senior year , as attested by the high school principal.

A high school student adm itt ed under the provisions set forth above may
enroll in a combined number of high school and college courses per
semester not to exceed a full time college workload . One h igh school credit
course shall be equivalent to three semester-credit- hours of college work .
The collegiate portion of the student's workload must be taken on the
SWOSU at Sayre Campus under regular faculty members of the institution.
A student who is otherwise eligible under this policy may enroll in a maximum of nine semester-credit- hours during a summer session or term at a
college or university of the State System following the end of the junior year
of high school , without the necessity of being concurrently enrolled in high
school classes during the summer term . The completion of the high school
curricular requirements set forth above shall not be required of concurrently enrolled high school students .
Follow ing high school graduation , such a student may continue enrollment
at the institution to which the student has been admitted or may transfer to
another institution in the State System , provided that during the provisional
enrollment period the student has ach ie ved a college grade-point of 2.0 or
above on a 4 .0 scale and meets the entrance requirements of the receiving
institution , incl ud ing the high school curricular r equirements .

SPECIAL COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS
Any adul t may be admitted to special " community service" programs without
su bmitt in g transcripts and ACT scores . High school graduation is also not required for enrollment in these special classes which are not part of a degree program .
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RETENTION OF STUDENTS PURSUING STUDY
IN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
The following standards relating to retention of students pursuing study. in
undergraduate programs at SWOSU at Sayre . For continued enrollment , a student
must have earned a cumulative grade-point average as listed below :
(24 to 36 semester hours attempted ) ..... .. ..... . . .. ............. 1.60
(37 to 72 semester hours attempted) . . ........ ... . . . .. . .. .. ..... . 1.80
(73 or more semester hours attempted) . . . .. . ....... . .. . ... . . .... 2 .00
Any student not maintaining satisfactory progress toward the study objective
as indicated above will be placed on probation for one semester , at the end of
which ti me the student must have met the minimum standard required in order to
continue as a student.
Exception 1 .

A student who achieved a grade-point average of 2.00 or above
i n a minimum of 12 semester hours satisfactorily completed in
the last semester in which the student was enrolled will be considered to be making satisfactory progress, regardless of
his / her cumulative grade-point average. (Under these circumstances , a student will remain on probation until the above
cumulative grade-point overage is achieved .)

Exception 2 .

A senior student who hos failed to meet the cumulative gradepoint average (2.00) required for graduation may enroll in on
additional 15 semester hours in further attempt to achieve the
requirements for graduation .

Exception 3 .

A student not achieving the above standards may enroll in the
Summer Semester in further attempt to bring over-all gradepoint overage up to the required standard or to meet the conditions of Exception 1. (In this event , the summer and spring
semester grades ore combined .)

ADVANCED ST ANDING EXAMINATIONS
In most coses , advanced standing examinations ore administered through the
CLEP program. Any person interested in participating in this program should contact the Counselor. Advanced standing credit t·oword a degree is limited to thirtyone hours within each of the upper and lower division levels.

ENROLLMENT
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre uses on on-line computerized enrollment system, making pre-enrollment both possible and desirable. Complete details for this procedure , as well as specific pre-enrollment and regular
enrollment dotes con be found i n any current Closs Schedule. These ore available
from the Registrar's Office in advance of any given semester.
Lood--Undergroduote : The normal load of work for freshman students is 16
oco~emic hours plus one hour of physical education activity. With approval of the
Advisor, o student may toke o maximum of 20 hours during a regular semester
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and 10 hours duri ng a summer semes ter . With the approval of both the Advisor
and Dean , a student may take a maximum of 24 hours during a regular semest er
and 12 hours during a summer semester.

CLASSIFICATION
Freshman : Students with fewer than 32 semester hours of college credit .
Sophomores : With 32 or more and fewer than 64 semester hours.

CREDITS
All credits are given in terms of semester hours . A semester hour represents 16
hours of class work or 32 (or 48) hou rs of laboratory. The last digit i n a course
number represents the number of hours credi t for that course .

GRADES
Grade Schedule: The quality of work done in classes is designated by the
following schedule of grades :

A . ........ . .... . .. . . . . . .. .............. . . . ... Superior
B . . .. ............ .. . ........... . ....... Above Average
C . . ....... .. . .......... . . . ...... . .. .. ......... Average
D ........... . .. . ... . ......... . ... Lowest Pass ing Grade
F ...... .. .......... . ........... ............ .. .. Fa ilure
I ...................................... .. ... Incomplet e
W . .............. . .... . ...... Withdrawal Without Failure
WF . . .. . . . . ..... .. . .. . .... . ... . . Withdrawal W ith Failure
S ..... . . . .......................... . ....... Satisfactory
SP . .. . ....... . . .. .... . .. . .. . . . . . ... Satisfactory Progress
U ....... . .. . ..... . . .. ... . . . . ... . .... . ..... . .... Failure
Grade Points : Students earn grade point on this schedule :

A . ....... . .. . ..... ........ . .... 4 points a semester
B.... . . .... . ... ... . .. . ..... . . . . . 3 points a semester
C ..... ... .... . . ..... ........... 2 points a semester
D ..... . .. . ..... . ..... .... . .... . . 1 point a semester
F or WF .... ... .. . .. .. .. . .. . ..... 0 points a semester
U ........ . . . ... ............ . . .. 0 points a semester
S or SP . . . ...... .. . ...... ... . . . .. 0 points a semester

hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour
hour

If a course is repeated, both grades are used in computi ng the student's gradepoint average . A grade of " S" , " SP", or " W " has no effect on the average .
Incomplete: A grade of ''I" will be given students who , because of illness or
other unavoidable circumstances , may not complete a course by the end of a
semester. If the work is not completed by the end of the next full semester (excluding the summer term) , the grade automatically becomes an " F" .
Withdrawal : Students may withdraw within the first eight weeks of classwork
during a regular semester or within the first four weeks of classwork during the
summer semester and receive a grade of " W " .
Students may withdraw officially any t i me prior to and including Friday of the
week before final examinations begin and receive a " W " for courses in which
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they are doing passing work and a " WF' ' for cou r ses in w hich they are fail i ng.
Students who leave school without offic ially withdra wing may re ceive grades
of " WF " for cou rse s in which they are failing.

ATTENDANCE
Stud ents are expected to attend class at a ll possibl e ti mes . Attendance polic ies
are set in each class by t he instructor . The instr ucto r is e x pec t ed to provide
students with a writt en statement of these policies. In emergencies notificat ion o f
instructo r s of such absences may be made throu g h the o ffi ce of t he Reg istrar.
An instructor may drop a stu dent from class fo r e x ce ssive absences t hrough the
office of the Registrar.

EXAMINATIONS AND GRADE REPO RTS
To determine the degree of educati o na l progress atta i ned by st udents , instr uctors monitor student progress closely. Grades of " D" o r " F" prov ided by instructors are mailed by the Registrar's Office at mid-term t o th e a ddress furnished by
the students . Complete grade reports a r e ma i led a t th e end of each semes t er .

GRADUATION
Except in rare and ex t enuati ng circumstan ces all g raduating students are required to participate in the grad uation cer e mony which is held annually at the
close o f the Spring sem ester . Student s completing graduat ion requirements during the Fall, Spring, or fo llowi n g Su mmer Session part icipate in that annual event.
App licat ion for graduati on shou ld be f iled at the Registrar's Office no later than
February 1.
Each individ u al is respo nsi ble fo r a scert aining t hat all requirements for graduation are met . Stude nts a r e encouraged to request a "graduation check " from the
Registrar's Off ice pri or t o enrolling for the final semester , in addition to carefully
planning the i r e n r ol lme nt program s based on catalog and ·graduation check sheet
require m e nts. A ny q uesti ons concerning requirements should be clarified with
the Dean or Regi st rar.
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DEGREES GRANTED
Southwestern Oklahoma State University a t Sayre is authorized t o gran t the
following degrees :
Associate in Science
Associate in Applied Science

GENERAL FEES AND EXPENSES
The general fee incl udes all charges for enrollment with the e x cept ion of those
listed under " Charges for Special Services ."
(Prices Subject to Change)

GENERAL ENROLLMENT FEES
Per Semester Hour
Resident Student . .. ... ................ . .. . ..... . ............. . ...... $33.00
Non-Resident Students ... . ........................ . ....... . ...... . .. $82 .50

CHARGES FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
Student Senate (applies to all students enrolled in 12 or more
semester hours ..... . ......... .. ........... . . .. .................. $2.50
Physical Education course .... . ............ . . . .... . . .. . . ...... . ...... . . $2 .00
(1 and 2 hour activities)
Student Identification Card . ..... . . . . ..... ... .. . .. . ................ . .. . $2.00
Late Registration ........ . .................................. . ......... $5 .00
Change Registrati on , each course added
or dropped ........... . ............ .. .. . . ..................... ... $1.00
Re-registration after withdrawal .... . ............................... . .. $5 .00
Audit (without credit) , each semester
hour ......... . .. . ......... . .......... ...... Same charge as regular fees
Science Labora tory Course ...... . .......................... Cost of breakage
Art, Industrial Educati on and Technology
Instructional Media ... . ..................... .. .... . Cost of material used
Transcript (per copy after the first one) . ....... . ... . ....... ... ........ .. $1.00
Graduation and Diploma Fee . .......... . .. . .. ...... . . ... .. . .. ........ $25 .00

REFUNDS
Refunds for approved withdrawals from the institution (see current class
schedule for calendar dates ):
Dur ing the first week (one to five class days)
of a regular semester, or during the first
two class days o f a summer semester ......... .. ................... . 80%
During th e second week (six to ten class days
of a regular semester , or during the third
and fourth class-days of a summer semester .. .. ........ . .. .......... 50%
During the third week (eleven to fifteen class days
of a regular semester , or during the fifth
class -day of summer semester . ........ . .. ... ... .. . ..... ..... .. . ... 25%
After the third week (fifteen class-days
of a regular semester , or after one week
(five class-days) of a summer semester ....... . ..... .... .. . . .... no refund
Refunds for dropped courses (see current schedule for calendar dates) :
During the change of enrollment period .. . .... ... ...... ..... . .... 100% refund
After the change of enrollment period ............... ... ............ no refund
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DEGREES GRANTED
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre awards degrees to students
with a grade point average of 2.0 , who successfully complete the program plans
approved to be offered by the institution .
There are two degrees available , Associate in Science (A.S . ) and Associate in
Applied Science (A.A .S.) The A.S . conforms to and exceeds standards of the articulation agreement explained below . The A .A.S. is a degree designed primarily
for co-occupational or technical programs . Courses ore transferable and will be
evaluated individually by the institution upon transfer .
SWOSU at Sayre also grants approved certificates in technical and community
service programs . All degrees and certificates ore awarded at the regular spri ng
commencement exercises . Attendance at the formal graduation is required by
the college.
STUDENT ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR TAKING THE
PROPER COURSES LEADING TO A DEGREE

ARTICULATION POLICY
Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre cooperates fully with the requirements of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education Articulation
Policy for transf er of students among institutions in the Oklahoma State System of
Higher Education. A student who hos completed requirements for on Associate in
Science degree at Southwestern Oklahoma State University at Sayre will hove
completed general education requirements as specified by the articulation policy .
Bachelor's degree granting institutions may require additional course work asapproved by State Regents for Higher Education. Teacher Education and certain pro fessional programs may require additional requirements . Students ore advised to
check catalog requirements for the college or university of choice .
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREE
Requirements for the Associate in Sc ience degree include: 1) Completion of a
minimum of sixty-four hours with a 2.0 GPA. 2) Completion at SWOSU at Sayre of
at least 40 hours or twelve of the last eighteen hours required , 3) Completion of
the General Education requirements , and major-minor requirements and elec tives , as specified below :
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREES

Engllah & Speech

9 Hn.

1113
1213
1063

English Grammar & Composit ion
Engll1h Compo si tion
Basic Speech

100,
110,
120,

Blologlcol Concepts
Introductory Botany
General Zoology

PHY

1514

PHY

10"
1314

Concepts of Phys ic al Science
Basic Physics I

ENGL
ENGL
SPCH

Blologlcol Science

4 Hn .

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL

Physical Science

4 Hrs .

CHEM

Social Studies

HIST

1103
10,3

ECOFI

2263

POLSC

History &
9 Hrs .

General Chem lsfry I

American Govt & Pol (Req )
or 1053 American History ( req )
Principles of Econom ics
Gen Geography (Req Elem }

1103
GEOG
Any three hours below:
Introduction to So cio logy
1003
soc

soc

2003
1003
1023

HIST
HIST

Social Problems
Ancient Medieviol H istory
World History

3 Hrs .

College Moth and / or
1133
MATH
Any five hours Moth or Computer Scie n ce
(Choose moth to fulfill 4 year Institution requirements )

Education

.4 Hrs.

Any four one -hour act ivity courses .

Behovorlol Science

6 Hn.

PSYCH
PSYCH
HOEC
PHILO

2'13
1333
1353

Mental He alth

U53

Ph ll o,ophy

ART

2213
1013
2'13
1123

Mathematics

Health & Phyalcol

Humanities

6 Hrs.

MUS
LIT
LIT

Practical Arts

5 Hrs .

Gen Psychology
Family

Art Appreciation
Intro to Music I
Intro to Literature or
Intro to Fiction

Choose from:

1733 Arts & Crofts

2193
2293
2393
2213

1212 UH of Bk, & Lib

Keyboarding
Typing II
Typing Ill
Elem Acctng I
2223 Elem Acctng II
U33 BASIC Prag .
2.493 Using Micros

11 S3 Nutrition
11 13 Improvem ent of Reading
2«3 Med Term inology

2173 Bu, Moth -Off Moch
1053 Machine Transcript ion

2293 Keybo o rd lng /T yp I

Total Credit Hour, : 64
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ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREE
PRE-NURSING
This program is designed for pre-nursing students to take their first two years of the
general educa ti on and bas ic science courses required for admission to a nursing program . (2 .0 GPA and completion of the program below are required for graduation.)

SECTION A : GENERAL EDUCATION REQU IREMENTS

Credit Hours 56

Eng lish &

Sp • e ch

Hi story & Socia l
Scie nce

Bio lo gy
& Chem istry

9 Hrs .

9 Hn .

16 Hrs .

ENGL
ENGL
SPCH

1113
1213
1063

HIST
POLSC
SOCIO

1103
1003

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL
CHEM

English Grammar I Composition
Engll1h Compo11tlon
Baile Speech

10'3 or 1053 American H istory
American Government & Polltlc,
Introduction to Sociology

1004

Conceptt of Biology

2104

Human Anatomy

2304

131'

Human Physlology
General Chemistry

Ma themat ics

3 Hrs .

MATH

1133

College Moth

Be ho vo rlol
Sci enc e

9 Hrs .

PS YCH
HOEC
PHILO
PSYCH

2'13
1353
1453
3043

General Psychology (Req )
Famlly or
Introduction to Philosophy
Developmental Psychology (Req )

H ealth &
Ph ysic al Ed .

.C Hrs .

Any four one -hour activity course, .

Human iti e s

6 Hrs .

ART
MUS
LIT
LIT

2213
1033
2'13
1123

Art Appreciation
Introduction to Music I

Introduction to literature
Introduction to Flctlon

SECTION B: PR OG RAM RE QUIR EM ENTS

Credit Hour~ 13

Practical Arts

3 Hr1,

HOEC

1153

Nutrition

Allied Health

10 Hrs .

ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT

24'3
2355
2112

Medical Termlnology
Mlcroblology
Introduction to Nursing

Total Hours 69
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GENERAL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE DEGREE
This program is designed to prepare the student with the necessary knowledge
and skills to gain immediate employment or continue his / her education at a fouryear institution . (2.0 GPA and completion of 64 hours required for graduation .)
SECTION A: GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

English &

9 Hrs .

Speech

Credit Hours 4'2

ENGL
ENGL
SPCH

1113
1213
1063

English Grammar & Composition
Engllth Compo1ltlon
8011c Speech

Social Science

6 Hrs .

HIST
POLSC

10,.3 or 1053 American History
1103
American Government & Polltlc1

Mathematic,

3 Hrs .

MATH
MATH

1133
1613

College Moth
College Algebra

Physlcol Science

_,. Hrs.

PHY

lSU

Concepts of Physical Science

Blologlcal Science

.C Hrs.

BIOL

1004

Blologlcol

Humanities

6 Hrs.

ART
MUS

2213
1013

Intro to Music I

LIT
LIT

2413

Intro to Literature or

1123

Intro to Fiction

PSYCH
PSYCH

2413
1333
1353

General Psychology
Mental Health or
Fomlly

Behavorlol Science

6 Hr, .

HOEC

Concept ■

Art Appreciation

_. Hrs .

Health & Phy1lcal
Education

Any four one -hour activity cour1e1.

SECTION B: BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
Bu1lne11

18 Hrt .

Credit Hour, 18
ACCTG
ACCTG
OFADM
OFADM
ECOFI
COMSC

2213
2223
2293
2173
2263
3

Elements of Accounting I
Elements of Accounting II

Principia, of Typewriting II
Bus Moth-Office Mach in••
Prln cl ple1 of Economic• I
Computer Course
(Bu1lne11 Computer Concepts Rec .l

SECTION C: APPROVED ELECTIVES

lu1lne11 Electlve1
OFADM 2933
OFADM 29'3
OFADM 2163
ACCTG 1022

Sec Accounting I
Sec Accounting II
Rec Management
Income Tax

Computer Eledlv••
COMSC 2353

But Computer Prag

Credit Houri 4'

OFADM
ALHLT
OFADM
OFADM
OFADM
GEBUS

1053
1183
2183
2393
1173
1173

OFADM 2033
COMSC 2493
COMSC 1'33
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Machine Tron1•legal
Machine Tran1-Medlcal
2283 , 2383 Shorthand
Typewriting Ill
Bus English
Real Estate

Word Proceulng
Using Micros
BASIC Programming

Total Hours 64'

BUSINESS-SECRET ARIAL EMPHASIS
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
This program is a two-year course of study; eighteen hours of general education and the remaining hours of secretarial and business courses. It is designed to
prepare students with the necessary knowledge and skills to gain immediate
employment or advancement in the secretarial field. (2.0 GPA and completion of
64 hours required for graduation.)
SECTION A : GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

English &
Speech

9 Hrs.

Credit Hours 18

ENGL
ENGL
SPCH

1113
1213
1063

En9ll1h Grammar & Compo1ltlon

English Comp01ltlon
8011c Speech

Social Science

6 Hrs.

POLSC
HIST

1103
1043

American Government I Polltlc1
or 1053 American History

Behovorlal Science

3 Hrs.

PSYCH

2413

General P1ychology

Credit Hour ■ 36

SECTION 8: BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

Busin e ss
OFADM 2293
OFADM 1173
OFADM 2173
OFADM 2393
OFADM 2033
COMPSC2493
GEBUS 2253

36 Hrs .
Prlnclples of Typing II
Bu1lne11 English

Bua-Math Office Machine,
Typewriting Ill
Word Proceulng

Using Micros
Bua Communication

OFADM
OFADM
OFADM
ALHL T
ALHLT
OFADM
GEBUS

2163
2933
29'3
1183
1033
1053
2173

Records Management

Sec Acctng I
Sec Acctng II
Machine Trana-Med
Med Terminology

Machine Tran1-legal
Everyday Law

SECTION C: BUSINESS AND COMPUTER ELECTVES

Bu1lne11 Electlve,

Computer Electlve1

Credit Hour, 10

ACCTG
ACCTG
ACCTG
OFADM
GEBUS

1022
2213
2313
2183
1173

Income Tax
Element, of Acctng I

COMSC
COMSC
COMSC

2453
1'33
2353

But Computer Concepts
BASIC Programming

Elements of Acctng II

2283 , 2383 Shorthond
Real Estate

Bu ■

Computer Programming

Total 6' Hrt.
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CLERICAL EVALUATION
ONE-YEAR CERTIFICATE
The certificate program allows the student to get a major portion of the program requirements in the associate degree in the secretarial administration area
without taking the general education courses.
SECTION A : CEIITIFICA TE IIEQUIREMENTS

lutlne11

27 Hro.

Credit Hours 27

OFADM
OFADM
OFADM
OFADM
COMSC
OFADM
OFADM
GUUS
OFADM

2293
1173
2933
2943
2593
2173
2033
2'23
2053

Prine of Typing II
Bui Engll 1h
Sec Accounting I
Sec Accounting II

Using Mlcroa
Bu, Moth-Office Machin••
Word Procenlng
Everyday law
Machine Trana-Med or legal

SECTION B: APPROVED ELECTIVES

Credit Hours 9

Butlne11 I
Computer Electlvea

9 Hn.

ACCTG
ACCTG
OFADM
OFADM
OFADM
ACCTG
GEBUS
COMSC
COMSC
COMSC

2213
2313
21'3
22'3
2383
1022
1173

2'53
1'33
2353

Elements of Accounting I
Elements of Accounting II

Prlnclple1 of Shorthand I
PrlnclplH of Shorthand II
Shorthand Ill
Income Tax

Real E1tat•
But Computer Con cept•
BASIC Programming
But Computer Programming

Total Hours 36
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MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
Medical Laboratory Technicians are laboratory generalists who must be
capable of performing tests in chemistry, hematology, immunology,
microbiology , and various other clinical areas. Completion of this program entitles a student to sit for the national ML T Registry. Students must complete the
courses below with a 2 .0 GPA to earn an Associate in Applied Science Degree.

Credit Hour, 3A

SECTION A : GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

English

History &
Pol Science

6 Hr, .

6 Hrs .

ENGL
ENGL

1113

Engll1h Grammar & Composition

1213

Engll1h Composition

HIST

1043

or 1053 Am History

POLSC

1103

Am Govem ment I Polltlcs

College Math ar
College Algebra

Mathematics

3 Hrs .

MATH
MATH

1133
1613

Chemistry

8 Hn.

CHEM
CHEM

1314

General Chemistry I

20«

Blood Chemistry

BIOL
BIOL
BIOL

2104

Human Anatomy

2304
2503

Human Physlalagy

Blolaglcal
Science

11 Hrs.

Pora1ltology

SECTION B: ALLIED HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

Allied Health

Credit Hours 31

ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT

2212

First Aid

2"3

Medlcol Terminology

2355

Mlcrablalagy

2404

Potheogenlc Mlcroblology

2013

lmmunohematology
Medical Technalagy I

1033
1043
2003
2023

2012

Medical Technology II
Medical Technology Ill
Medical Technalagy IV
Seminar In Allied Health (Topic)

Total Hours 65
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MEDICAL TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE
Students completing the requirements for the Medical Laboratory Technician
may complete the additional 31 hours to earn a Medical Technician Certificate .
This will also enable them to sit for the National M .T. Registry .
Cr.dlt Hours 31

MEDICAL TECHNCIAN CERTIFICATE •EQUIREMENTS

Mathematic,
Computer Science

6 Hr, .

MATH
COMSC
COMSC

1613
1'33
24'3

Utlng Micro,

College Algebra or

IASIC l'rogrommlng

llologlcal
Sclenr•

4 Hra .

IIOL

10CM

llologlcol Concepts

Ch•mlotry

I Hrs .

CHEM
CHEM

uu
151'

General Chemistry II
Qualllatlv. Analy,11

Poychology

3 Hn.

P'SYCH

2413

General ,,ychol09y

Alll..t H.alth

10 Hn.

ALHLT
ALHLT

1315
UIS

M•d T..:hnology P'ract . I
M.d T..:hnology P'ract . II
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY (X-RAY)
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
This program is designed to prepare students with the understanding and skills
to function as radiologic technologists . Upon satisfactory completion of the
course requirements , the graduate will receive the Applied Associate in Science
Degree and is eligible to apply for examination by the American Registry of
Radiologic Technologist. Students must complete course of study with a 2.0 GPA.
Cr.dlt Haun : 26

SECTION A : GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
English

6 Hrs .

ENGL
ENGL

1113
1213

En9ll1h Grammar I Compo1ltlon
Engll1h Composition

History I
Polltlcol Scl•nce

6 Hrs .

HIST
POLSC

1043
1103

or 1053 American History

American Government I Polltla

Mothematlc1

3 Hr,.

MATH
MATH

1133
1613

College Moth or
College Algebra

Blologlcol I

11 Hrt.

BIOL
BIOL
PHY

21CM
23CM
2113

Human Anatomy
Human Phyalology
Intro to Radlologlc Phytlca

Phy1lcal Science

SECTION 8 : PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Allied Health

49 Hr1 .

Credit Hours:.,

ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT
ALHLT

1972
1015
1075
102•
1085
1034
2015
201•
2114
2084

Radiologic T.chnology Ill
Clinical Practice Ill
Rodlologlc Technology IV

22U
2U3

Cllncal Practice IV
Medlcol Terminology

Intro to Rodlologlc Technology

Summer Cllnlcal Practice
Rodlologlc
Cllnlcol Practice
Rodlologlc Technology II
Cllnlcal Practice II
Advance Summer Practice

TotalltovTr. H
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ARTS AND SCIENCES
ART
2103

PAINTING I
Acquaintance with and control of the special qualities of watercolor ,
polymer and gauche techniques.

2123

PAINTING II
Continuation of Painting I.

2213

ART APPRECIATION
A brief survey of major devlopments of art of the western hemisphere
from the prehistoric period to the present . This study involves such
characteristics as purpose , influence , and fundamental evaluation .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ART (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic for undergraduate students . Credit :
1 to 4 semester hours.

2011-4 SEMINAR IN ART (Topic)
Group study of specified topic for undergraduate students . Credit: 1 to 4
semester hours.

AVIATION
1313

PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL
This course prepares the student for the FAA private written examination. It includes theory of flight, instruments and systems , weight and
balance, meterology , air navigation , and regulations and procedures .

2343

INSTRUMENT PILOT GROUND SCHOOL
This course is to prepare pilots to take the FAA instrument written examination . It presents the aeronautical and procedural knowledge
necessary for safe flight under instrument conditions . Prerequisite : 1313
or private pilot certificate .

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1004

BIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
A survey of the unifying concepts in biology for majors and non-majors .

1104

INTRODUCTORY BOT ANY
This course is a study of the structure and physiology of higher plants
and also includes a survey of the plant kingdom.

1204

INTRODUCTORY ZOOLOGY
A survey of the animal kingdom . Phylogeny , classification , structure ,
function , behavior and ecological relationships are emphasized .
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2104

HUMAN ANATOMY
A study of the normal functional anatomy of the human body. The
laboratory includes extensive use of human models and cat dissection .
A course designed for students pursuing health career majors. Prerequisities : Biology 1004 or 1204.

2105

HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
A study of the structure and function of the human body . This course is
designed to meet the needs of students of medical technology, biology ,
pre-nursing, and others who need a working knowledge of the human
body and its functions. Prerequisities: 1004 or 1204.

2304

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
A study of the normal function of the human body. Strong emphasis is
placed on homeostasis . Laboratory required. Prerequisite: 2104 Human
Anatomy strongly recommended .

2503

PARASITOLOGY
A study of the identification, isolation , morphology and life cycles of
those parasites that affect man; includes both helminthology and protozoology . Prerequisites : l 004 or 1204.

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic for undergraduate students. Credit:
l to 4 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE (Topic)
Group study of specified topic for undergraduate students . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

CHEMISTRY
1314

GENERAL CHEMISTRY I
A study of the valence equation writing laws of chemistry. Beginning
chemistry course . Prerequisite: College Algebra or 1 ½ units high school
algebra .

1414

GENERAL CHEMISTRY II
A continuation of General Chemistry . Prerequisite: 1314.

1514

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Laws and theories underlying reactions in solution. Prerequisite or concurrent enrollment: 1414.

2044

BLOOD CHEMSITRY
Study of various chemical analysis of body fluids.

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic for undergraduate students. Credit:
1 to 4 semeter hours.
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2011-4 SEMINAR IN CHEMISTRY (Topic)
Group study of specified topic in chemistry for the undergraduate
students. Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

COMPUTER SCIENCE
1033

COMPUTER SCIENCE I
First course on the nature and use of computers . Basic concepts of computer organizations , programming , and problem solving . Fundamentals
of program design and coding in a structured high-level language such
as Pascal. Prerequisite : Intermediate Algebra or its equivalent.

1433

BASIC PROGRAMMING
Introduction to the nature and use of computers and to programm ing
concepts using the BASIC programming language . This course is designed to appeal to students in all disciplines and to introduce students with
a variety of backgrounds to the use of computers.

1453

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
Introduction to computer systems , computing algorithmic processes , and
the elements of FORTRAN programming with various application . Prerequisite : Intermediate Algebra or its equivalent .

1913

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS - BASIC II
Introduction to broad concepts and business applications of computer
systems including basic computer principles and application , data flow
patterns , computer concepts , computer components , programs , and
basic languages .

2353

BUSINESS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING I
An introduction to computer applications and programming in a
business environment . The COBOL programming language and structured program design are emphasized. Prerequisite 1033 or 1433 or
Departmental consent.

2453

BUSINESS COMPUTER CONCEPTS
An introduction to the impact and applications of computers in a
business environment. Discussion of the five components of a business
computer system design.

2493

USING MICROS
An introduction to computers and computer applications. Practical experience using commercial software packages for word processing , data
storage and retrieval graphics, and spreadsheets .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic for undergraduate students . Credit:
1 to 4 semester hours.

2011-4 SEMINAR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (Topic)
Beginning and intermediate topics for individual and group study. Prerequisite : Departmental consent .
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HEAL TH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, & RECREATION
1081

INTERMEDIATE GOLF
The second course in golf continues with the fundamentals and more advanced skills in golf .

1112

PERSONAL HEALTH
A study of principles from the natural , biological , social , and behavioral
sciences applied to health for more effective living.

1201

ELEMENTARY SWIMMING
Instruction on the basic strokes : American crawl , elementary back , side
stroke , bock crawl , and breast stroke . For nonswimmers, adjustment to
water , floating and treading.

1351

ELEMENTARY BOWLING
The fundamental skills of bowling , incl uding instruction in stance , approach , delivery , aiming , and follow-through. Practice in etiquette , scoring , terminology , and forms of competition.

1371

INTERMEDIATE BOWLING
Advanced skills and advanced forms of competition and league play.
Prerequisite : 1351 or equivalent .

1411

ELEMENT ARY GOLF
Theory and practice of basic skills , rules , terminology, and etiquette
necessary for on understanding of th e game .

1471

ELEMENTARY TENNIS
Basic instruction in the theory and practice of skills , rules , terminology,
etiquette, and game strategy for singles and doubles play.

1481

INTERMEDIATE TENNIS
Continuation of basic course with emphasis on practice of advanced
strokes, serves , rules, and t ournament competition. Prerequisite : 1471
or equivalent.

1511

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Designed more for male students. Theory and practice of aerobic and
weight training ac t ivities with learning experiences designed to promote individual fitness.

1841

BODY MECHANICS
Instruction and practice of the basic elements of fitness and wellness.
Emphasis on cardiovascular endurance, flexibility, strength , body composition and posture . Evaluation of personal fitness and development of
personal fitness program.

2001

RECREATIONAL SPORTS (Volleyball)
This course introduces the beginner to the rules and fundamental skills
in volleyball.
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2001

RECREATIONAL SPORTS (Soccer /Volleyball)
This course introduces the beginner to the rules and fundamental skills
in soccer and volleyboll.

2001

RECREATIONAL SPORTS (Basketball / Softball)
This course introduces the beginner to the rules and fundamental skills
in basketball and slow pi t ch softball .

2001

RECREATIONAL SPORTS (Racket)
Introduction to lifetime racket sports.

2001

RECREATIONAL SPORTS (Jogging)
Personal participation to improve cardiovascular fitness , development
of self-testing techniques , and apprec iation of personal fitness.

2001

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
Course leads to Amer ican Red Cross Certification in Basic Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation .

2212

FIRST AID
Knowledge in accident prevent ion , emergency treatment , and care of
inj uries and illness. Amer ican Red Cross standards

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION (Topic)
Independent study of spec ified topic in health , physical education , and
recreation for undergraduate students . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION (Topic)
Group study of specified topic in heal th , physical education and recreation for undergraduate . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

HOME ECONOMICS
1153

NUTRITION
A study of the basic principles of nutrition i nclud i ng dietary standards ,
food habits , nutrients , metabolism, special d iets, food fads , dietary
needs of all age groups .

1353

THE FAMILY
The study of the family as the basic unit of society . Cultural influences
marital adjustments , mate selection , human reproduction , and alternate
life styles.

2323

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
A study of the growth and development of the child from conception to
the age of six years , including roles and responsibilities of parenthood ,
physical growth, and personality development .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HOME ECONOMICS (Topic)
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Special problems on topics in the home economics field for the
undergradaute . Credit : 1 t o 3 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN HOME ECONOMICS (Topic)
A study of specific top ics in home econom ics for the undergraduate .
Credit : 1 to 3 semester hours .

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION & TECHNOLOGY
1733

ARTS & CRAFTS
Manipulative e xp erience with to ols and materials appropriate to the
elementary teaching of industrial ar ts and crafts .

2543

WELDING PROCESSES AND METALLURGY
Theory and laboratory experiences in th e operation of oxyacetylene
electric and T.I.G ., M.I.G ., and resistance w elding and the change in
mechanical properties of ferrous metals through controlled cooling and
principles of heat transfer.

2001-4

INDEPENDENT
TECHNOLOGY

STUDY

IN

INDUSTRIA L

Specified topic in industrial education and
undergraduate . Credit : 1 to 3 semester hours.

EDUCATION
technology

for

&
the

2011-4 SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION & TECHNOLOGY
A study of specific topics in indust r ial arts with topics to be specified as
need arises . Credit : 1 to 3 semester hours .

LANGUAGE ARTS
ENGLISH
0123

FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGLISH
A course designed to supplement the preparation of students whose
training in writing is inadequa te for satisfactory progress in regular composition courses . Basic review of grammar, sentence structure , and
paragraph development . Non Credit Course . Meets precollegiate
English requirement.

1113

ENGLISH GRAMMAR & COMPOSITION
A limited review of principles of grammar and basic language
mechanics; training for effective communicative skills with emphasis on
writing as required for successful college study .

1213

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Tra i ning for sk ills in communication , as in 1113, but a higher level. Term
paper required. Prerequisite : 1113 .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ENGLISH (Topic)
Independen t study of specified topic in English for undergraduate
students . Credit: 1 to 4 semester hours.
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2011-4 SEMINAR IN ENGLISH
A study of specified topic in English for undergraduate students. Credit :
1 to 4 semester hours .

2703

CREATIVE WRITING
Introduction to narrative techniques , with emphasis on improving style.
an exploration with the student of the story possibilities in his own experience . Practice in writing short stories . Criticism of manuscripts
through group sessions and individual conferences with the instructor .
Prerequisites : 1113 and 1213 or permission of the instructor .

LITERATURE
1123

INTRODUCTION TO FICTION
An i ntroduction to the short story and novel as literary art forms , with
emphasis upon structure , characterization , plot , theme and style . Exten sive reading of selected short stories from American , British , and European Literature .

2413

INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE
Studies i n short story , poem , drama , essay and biography . (May be used
for humanities. )

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN LITERATURE (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Literature for undergraduate
students . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN LITERATURE (Topic)
A study of specified topic in Literature for undergraduate students .
Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours.

BASIC SPEECH
1063

BASIC SPEECH
A basic course in communications skills with emphasis on individual and
group speaking .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SPEECH (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Speech for undergraduate
students . Credit 1 to 4 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN SPEECH (Topic)
A study of specified topic in Speech for undergraduate students . Credit l
to 4 semester hours .

JOURNALISM
2113

NEWS REPORTING I
An introduction to journalistic style ; the types of news stories ; writing
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and evaluating news.

2213

NEWS REPORTING II
Continuation of News Reporting I. Practical reporting interviewing ,
feature stories ; introduction to editing . Prerequisite : 2113 and six hours
of English .

2741-4

YEARBOOK
A study of the principles and practices of modern yearbook preparation
and publication . Students will be involved in the planning and preparat ion of the college yearbook for publication . Exercises will include
photography make -up and layout of page design , copy writing and
headline w r iting . Credit : one to four semester hours .

1112

NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY
Fundamen tals of darkroom techniques ; newspaper photography . By approv al.

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN JOURNALISM (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Journalism . Credit 1 to 4 hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN JOURNALISM (Topic)
A study of specified topic in Journalism . Credit 1 to 4 semester hours .

RELIGION
1023

OLD TEST AMENT
Study of background of Christian religion as seen in the books of Old
Testament .

1123

NEW TEST AMENT SURVEY
Study of the Christian religion as seen in the books of the New Testament .

2001 -4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN RELIGION (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Religion. Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN RELIGION (Topic)
A group study of specified topic in Religion . Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours.

PHILOSOPHY
1453

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
A survey of major philosophers and their respective contributions to
philosophy from ancient Greece to the present , with emphasis on the
Western World.

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHILOSOPHY (Topic)
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Independent study in specified topic in Philosophy . Credit : l
semester hours.

to 4

2011-4 SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY (Topic)
A group study of specified topic in Philosophy . Credit : l to 4 semester
hours.

SPANISH
2353

SPANISH CONVERSATION
Study designed to develop fluency in speaking Spanish and a command
of idiomatic expression.

MA TH EMATICS
0013

BASIC ALGEBRA
Beginning algebra course for students who have not completed the
beginning high school algebra course. A zero level course designed to
prepare students for intermediate algebra .

01 '.?3

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
A modern introductory course stressing language , functions , and
elementary solutions of equations , and equalities through quadratics .
Zero level course . Meets precollegiate math requirement .

1133

COLLEGE MA THEMATICS
An introductory course in the concepts and techniques of beginning
mathematics including logical systems , number properties and operations , geometry and statistics , all in a modern framework .

1613

COLLEGE ALGEBRA
A fundamental course including solutions of equations , equalities ,
systems of equations , logarithms , permutations , and combinations .
Prerequisite : Departmental approval.

1633

TRIGONOMETRY
The basic course stressing trigonometry functions , periodicity , identities
and solution of triangles . Prerequisites : Math 1613 or departmental app r ova I .

2133

STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS IN ARITHMETIC
A fundamental course in arithmetic concepts and basic skills . For
elementary teachers .

2143

STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS IN MA TH EMA TICS
A continuation of Math 2133 . A study of the structures of number
systems, informal geometry, probability and statistics . i::or e lementary
teachers. Prerequisite : Math 2133 .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ART (Topic)
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Independent study of specif ied topic for undergraduate students . Credit :
1 to 4 semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS (Topic)
Group study of spec ifi ed topic in mathematics for undergraduate
studen ts . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

MUSIC
1013

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC
A beginn ing course in the history of music.

1033

INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC II
A contin uat ion of Introduction to Mus ic I.

2011-4 SEMINAR IN MUSIC (Topic)
A group study of specified topic in Mus ic. Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MUSIC (Topic
Independent study of specified topic in Music. Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours .

PHYSICS
0123

CONCEPTS OF SCIENCE
Zero level course . Meets precolleg iate science requirement .

1514

CONCEPTS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE
A course designed to develop an awareness of the inter-relationship
between science and society. Readings and discuss ions on the " tactics
and strategy" of science , with emphasis on the physical science .

1044

BASIC PHYSICS I
Lecture and laboratory study of mechanics , wave motion , and heat ; noncalculus survey course for students in natural science and health
sciences ; offered each fall semester. Prerequisite : Math 1613 .

1054

BASIC PHYSICS II
Lecture and laboratory study of electricity and magnetistm , optics , and
modern physics ; offered ech spring semester . Prerequis ite : l 04 or con sent of instructor and Math 1613 .

2113

INTRODUCTION TO RADIOLOGIC PHYSICS
A basic approach of principles of physics and mathematics concerning
radiology.

2011-4 SEMINAR IN PHYSICS (Topic)
A study of specified topic in Physics . Credit :

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PHYSICS (Topic)
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to 4 semester hours .

Independent study in Physics for the undergraduate . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

SOCIAL SCIENCES
SOCIOLOGY
1003

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
The fundamental concepts of sociology ; foundations of group life ; social
change , processes and problems .

2003

SOCI_
AL PROBLEMS
Designed to introduce students to the soc ial disorganization , personal
deviation , and value confl icts inherent to a changing milieu .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY (Topic)
A study of specified topic in Sociology for undergradua t e st udents .
Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SOCIOLOGY (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Sociology fo r undergraduate
st udents . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

GEOGRAPHY
1103

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY
Study of world 's cultural regions . Cultural development is surveyed for
such topics as populations , technologic-economics systems , and socio cultural beliefs and practices .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GEORGRAPHY (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Geography
undergraduate student. Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

for

the

2011-4 SEMINAR IN GEOGRAPHY (Topic)
Intensive study on selected topic in Georgraphy . Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours .

HISTORY
0123

U.S. & WORLD HISTORY
Zero level course . Meets precollegiate social sciences requirement .

1003

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL WORLD HISTORY
Introduction to cultures of western civilization from prehistoric times to
the formation of modern Europe , including Near Eastern , Greek , Roman
Middle Ages, Renaissance , and Reformation.

1023

MODERN WORLD HISTORY
Introduction to western civilization from Reformation to present times ,
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including Age of Absolutism , French Revolution , Napoleon , Nationalism ,
Industrialization , World Wars I & II.

1043

AMERICAN HISTORY TO 1877
A surv ey of American History , beginning with the European background
and continu i ng through the Reconstruction Era .

1053

AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1877
A survey of American History from the end of Reconstruction period .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN HISTORY (Topic)
Intensive study of selected topic in History . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN HISTORY (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in History . Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours .

POLITICAL SCIENCE
1103

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Survey of origin , structure , and functions of national government with
emphas is on Constitut ion and the American Political process .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE (Topic)
Intensive study of selected topic in Political Science . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Political Science . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

ACCOUNTING
1022

INCOME TAX
A study of basic concepts of taxation , primarily as they apply to individuals . Problems facing the average taxpayer , with particular emphasis upon the method of reporting the transactions on the individual 's
income tax return .

2213

ELEMENTS OF ACCOUNTING I
Introductory course in the gathering , recording , and use of financial
data of a business .

2313

ELEMENTS OF ACCOUNTING II
Continuation of Accounting 2213 with emphasis on corporations and cost
concepts . Prerequisite : 2213.

2011-4 SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING (Topic)
Group study of specified

topics
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in

accounting for undergraduate

students. Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ACCOUNTING (Topic)
Independent study of specified topics in accounting for undergraduate
students . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1123

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
Introductory course for students of all business disciplines and undecided majors ; survey of the basic principles , forms , and practices involved
in the administration of a business firm .

1173

REAL ESTATE
A study of basic requirements to buy and sell real estate property .
Satisfactory completion of this course enables a person to sit for Sales
Associate License .

2253

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
Extensive instruction and practice in letter writing . In sight into basic
communication theory . Prerequis ite : Typing 1103 or equivalent .

2423

EVERYDAY LAW
A general course for laymen , including divorce , criminal low , consumer
protection wills , accident claims , landlords , tenants and attorneys .

2143

BUSINESS COMPUTER OPERATIONS
A beginning course in the use of computer equipment in inventory , ac counts receivable and payable , payroll , general ledger and point of sale
activities .

2153

CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS
General explanation in extending credit , accounting and follow up of
credit accounts , and control ratios .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN GENERAL BUSINESS (Topic)
A study of specific topics in business . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .
2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GENERAL BUSINESS (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in General Business . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

2173

ADVANCED REAL ESTATE
A continued study and review of basic real estate principles including
license law; brokerage operation and low of agency ; real estate financing ; business practices , professional standards and closing statements .
{Successful completion enables person to qualify for Broker's examina tion.)
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MANAGEMENT
1133

SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Appl ication of management functions to problems of smaller firms ;
feasib i lity of owning a business ; financial planning and credit management ; production and market i ng decisions .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT (Topic)
A study of spec if ic top ics in Management . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MANAGEMENT (Topic)
Independent st udy of spec i fied topic in Management. Credit : 1 to 4
seme ster hours .

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
2263

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS I
Fundamental macroeconomic p r inciples . Emphasis on the ov erall performa nce of t he e conomy ; the determ inants of such aggregates as income ,
o utput , employment , and price , monetary and fiscal pol icy .

2363

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS II
Fundamenta l m icroeconomic princi ples . Emphas is on the econom ic
behavi or of consume r s, business firms , and resource owners ; ind ividual
price and outpu t determ i nation .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE (Topic)
Independe n t study of specified topic i n Economics and Finance . Credit : 1
to 4 semester hours .

2011-4

SEMINAR IN ECONOMICS AND FINANCE (Topic)
Group study of specif ied topics in Economics and
undergraduate students . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

Finance

for

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
1173

BUSINESS ENGLISH
Review of the principles of grammar , punctuation , spelling and effective
English , with special reference to business letters and reports .

2193

KEYBOARDING/TYPEWRITING I
Mastery of the keyboard by the touch method. Not open for credit on the
major or minor for students who have one unit of high school credit for
typewriting.

2293

PRINCIPLES OF TYPEWRITING II
Continuation of 2193 , development of speed and accuracy, emphasis on
business forms and manuscripts.

2393

TYPEWRITING Ill
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Continued study of typewriting skills with emphasis on production and
secretarial projects .

1053

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION - LEGAL
A course designed to acquaint the student with the use of transcription
equipment and gain familiarity with legal transcrip tio n practices .

2173

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS · OFFICE MACHINES
Cohesive instructional program that combines the basic concepts of
business mathematics with t he efficient operation of electronic and ten key coiculotors .

2013

MACHINE TRANSCRI PTION
Des igned to improve skills in use of magnetic type writers , transcribers
and word processing .

2023

OFFICE PRACTI CE
Learning to perform oil duties required in genera l office work including
units on telephone procedures , mailable-copy letters , general filing ,
and payroll procedures . Prerequis ite: Typing ski lls .

2033

WORD PROCESSING
A study of the combination of people , procedures , and equipment used
to transform ideas into printed communications and to help facilitate the
flow of related office work . Includes operation of au t omatic word pro cessing equipment . Prerequisite : Typing .

2163

RECORDS MANAGEMENT
Principles of effecti ve management of records , including a st udy of
various filing methods and filing equ ipment used in on office .

2183

PRINCIPLES OF SHORTHAND I
Fundamental principles of Gregg Shorthand . Not open for credit on major or minor to students with one unit of cred i t in high school shorthand.

2283

PRINCIPLES OF SHORTHAND 11
Continuation of 2183 , emphasis on speed development and transcrip tion.

2383

SHORTHAND 111
Intensive practice in reading , dictation and transcription .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN OFFICE ADMINISTRATION (Topic)
A study of specific topics in Business Administration . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

2001-4 INDEPENDENT
(Topic)

STUDY

IN

BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION

Independent study of specified topic in Business Administration. Credit :
1 to 4 semester hours .
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2213

OFFICE APPLIANCES
Training in the use of reprograhic processes , dictating and transcribing
machines , and word processing .

2933

SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING I
A si mpl if ied course in elementary bookkeeping , especially designed for
students without a bookkeeping background. (Not to replace Elements
of Accounting .)

2943

SECRETARIAL ACCOUNTING II
Continuation of Secretarial Accounting I. (Not to replace Elements of Accounting II. )

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
1113

IMPROVEMENT OF READING
Des igned for self-improvement in basic reading skills. Designated
materials are utilized for correction of reading skill deficiencies ,
vocabulary development and phonetic analysis .

1303

DEVELOPMENT READING
This course is designed to allow students to develop skills in skimming ,
scanning and accelerted reading. Emphasis is placed upon maintaining
good comprehension , wh i le developing a variety of rates of reading .
Students are taught how to set an appropriate rate of reading according
to t heir purpose and t he difficulty of materials .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN EDUCATION (Topic)
A study of specific topics in Education. Credit: 1 to 4 semester hours.

2001-4 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDUCATION (Topic)
Independent study of specified topics in Education . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

2113

FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Introduction to the historical , philosophical , and social functions of
education and their relationships to teaching as a profession . Laboratory
experiences will include a student aid program in the public schools and
preparation for admission to the Schaal of Education.

LIBRARY MEDIA
2212

USE OF BOOKS AND LIBRARIES
Introduces the student to research and library use on the college level.
Includes instruction in use of card catalog , indexes , and reference
materials .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN LIBRARY MEDIA (Topic)
Study of specific topics in Library Media . Credit: 1 to 4 semester hours.
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2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDUCATION (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Library Media . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

PSYCHOLOGY
1333

MENTAL HEALTH (Psychology of Human Interaction)
The psychology personal adjustment is studied from viewpoints of per sonal need and goals , social relationships , individual differences , and
practical situations ore utilized in addition to the factua l information and
theories of the te xtbooks as man is studied from infancy through
adulthood .

2413

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
An introducto ry survey of the principles , theories , and applications of
psychology as a beha v ioral science .

2011-4

SEMINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY (Topic)
Study of specific topics in Psychology . Credit : 1 to 4 semester hours .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY (Topic)
Independent study of specified topic in Psychology . Cr e dit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

3013

DEVELOPMENT AL PSYCHOLOGY
A study of the ph ysical , cognitive , personality , and so cial d e v e lopm e nt
of the ind ividu a l from the prenatal period through the ag ing adult .

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES
ALLIED HEALTH
2112

INTRODUCTION TO NURSING
The profess ion of nursing is explored through the ph i lo sophy and con cepturol framework of the School of Nursing. The historical dev elopment
of nursing and nursing education ore l inked to current nursing practice.
Eth ical and leg al aspects of nursing , as they affect t he student entering
nursing , ore incorporated into the course . Student accountability and
professionalism ore in trodu ced and develop e d . 2 hours of theory . Prere quisite : None .

2355

MICROBIOLOGY
A basic study of microorganisms , involving classification and cultivation
of bacteria , fungi , and viruses. Special emphasis is directed toward
microbial morphology and physiology , disease causing microorganisms ,
antibiotics , and their action , and immune mechanisms . Prerequisites :
1004 or 1204 and Chemistry 1314 .

2404

PATHOGENIC MICROBIOLOGY
A detailed study of the pathology of disease causing microorganisms
and laboratory training in the area of medical microbiology , immunology and clinical d iagnos tic procedures . Prerequisite : 2355 .
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2443

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
A course designed to expose the student to prefixes, suffixes , and rootwords of Greco-Latin origin which frequently occur in the English
language , and to enable the student to determine the meaning of
medical terms using knowledge of Greek and Latin base words. A basic
understanding of word part combination practices and spelling is emphasized .

2334

ADVANCED FIRST AID (EMT)
Emergency medical treatment using equipment provided by fully equipped ambulances .

2001-4

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ALLIED HEAL TH (Topic)
Independent study of a specified topic in Allied Health . Credit : 1 to 4
semester hours .

2011-4 SEMINAR IN ALLIED HEALTH (Topic)
Group study of a specified topic in Allied Health. Credit : 1 to 4 semester
hours .

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
1033

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY I
Orientation to the basic outlines of the medical technology profession
with emphasis on the ethics, genetics , general teachings , blood typing
and Rh and basic hematology concerning the art of medical technology .

1043

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY II
Study of additional medical technology techniques including advanced
hematology , urinalysis and general blood chemistry tests . Prerequisites :
1033 .

1311-5 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM I
Supervised instruction in medical laboratory procedures in approved
hospitals or clinics . Credit : 1 to 5 hours .

1411-5 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PRACTICUM II
Continued supervised instruction in medical laboratory procedures in
approved hospitals or clinics. Credit : 1 to 5 hours .

2003

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY Ill
Advanced work in technology with student doing clinical work in the
hospital as well as learning immunohematology , advanced blood banking, advanced urinalysis and serological techniques. Prerequisite : 1043 .

2013

IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY
Techniques involved in various phases of blood banking and serology in
a clinical situation .

2023

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY IV
A continuation of Med Tech Ill with additional studies in hematological
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procedures , microbiology, parasitology, mycology and virology. Prerequisite : 2003.

MEDICAL RECORDS
1163

MEDICAL RECORDS
A study of the principles of low , as applied to the health field, with particular reference to all phases of medical record practice.

1183

MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION · MEDICAL
A course designed to acquaint the student with the use of transcription
equipment and gain familiarity with medical transcription practices .

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
1072

INTRODUCTION TO RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
An introductory course designed to acquaint the student to the field of
radiologic technology, with special emphasis on elementory protection ,
office procedures , patient core and ethics.

1015

SUMMER CLINICAL PRACTICE
A work experience course to familiarize the student with the hospital
and the radiology deportment . Experience will concentrate on office
procedures , film filing , darkroom and all routine positioning. Students
will be rotated through various clinics and hospitals by arrangement .

1075

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY I
The subjects covered in this course include topographic anatomy routine
positioning , exposure factors , dork-room chemistry and film critique.

1024

CLINICAL PRACTICE I
A continuation of work experiences with emphasis on routine and
fluoroscopic exams . Technique and film critique will also be covered .

1085

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY II
A further study of positioning and exposure factors . Special units on
pediatric radiography , contrast media , dental radiography and film criti que .

1034

CLINICAL PRACTICE II
A continuation of work experience with special emphasis on pediatric ,
dental and fluoroscopic exams . Film critique will also be covered .

2015

ADVANCED SUMMER CLINICAL PRACTICE
A continuation of clinical practice in all areas of the radiology deportment including tomography. Film critique will also be covered .

2074

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 111
A study of the anatomy and positioning of the skull , exposure factors,
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and special procedures .

2114

CLINICAL PRACTICE Ill
A continuation of clinical experience with emphasis on special procedures , surgery , and film critique .

2084

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY IV
A study of advanced radiologic physics , radiation biology , medical and
surgical diseases , computer science, quality control and departmental
administration .

2214

CLINICAL PRACTICE IV
A continuation of clinical practice in all areas of the radiology department .

2113

INTRODUCTION TO RADIOLOGIC PHYSICS
An introductory course in radiologic physics . Subject areas covered in
this course include units of measurement , mechanics, structure of matter , electrostatics , magnetism , electrodynamics , electmagnetism , rectification , x-ray tubes , circuits and equipment .

2533

RADIATION SAFETY & PROTECTION
A study of safety techniques which should be used in x-ray procedures .
Protective measures for x-ray personnel and patients are also studied in
depth .

2543

PATIENT CARE
A study of physical and psychological procedures involved in transporting patients for x-ray and in caring for them in the x-ray room .
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